Gwrhyd Specialist Stone Quarry

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

STONE TYPE

WELSH BLUE PENNANT SANDSTONE

PRODUCT

SEMl-COURSED CROPPED WALLING (PARALLELS)

DESCRIPTION

Appearance: Fine grained pennant sandstone
Predominantly blue grey in colour with some brown tones.

Finish: Cropped - Semi-coursed

Geological Type: From the Rhondda Beds of the Pennant series of Carboniferous Sandstones

Quarry of Origin: Gwrhyd Quarry

APPLICATION

Commercial & Self build projects, garden walls, retaining walls, etc. Also described as small corners, they can be used as corner stones for pillars and reveals and mixed with Random. When installed, this product is very neat; it gives clear lines in a very uniform manner. Semi-coursed are straight parallel top and bottom, in a mix of blue and brown colours. Approx the same size as Random stone, but they tend to be squarer. All cropped walling can be laid with 100% blue/grey face
SUPPLY

Pack Weight       Approximately 900 Kgs.
Packaging         Double bagged - Jumbo bags

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Work Dimensions   Random lengths and random heights, parallel top and bottom.
Bed width          100mm, 100 – 125mm other bed widths are available, please contact the office for details.
Coverage           100mm -125mm, 1 bag will build approximately 3 – 3.5m²
               100mm, 1 bag will build approximately 3.3– 4.0m²
Compressive strength 122 MPa min
Water Absorption   0.74%

FURTHER INFORMATION

WEATHERING

It should be appreciated that with all products weathering and site conditions can cause shade variation to appear on individual units. This does not in any way affect the performance of the units and any such variation will diminish over a period of time as the product matures.

NOTE: As with all natural stone products the product is subject to colour variation.

GENERAL

Semi-coursed walling is supplied in random lengths and heights. This product can also be supplied guillotined at one end.(see Square Ends)

CONTACT US

For sales and technical information contact Gwrhyd Specialist Stone Sales Office

Gwrhyd@specialiststone.com

Tel. 01639 830650    Fax. 01639 830930